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Abstract
Object detection and identification is an entrancing field, and as such, apart from research applications
automatic object detection applications are being witnessed in real-time domains such as non-stop surveillance
and in different industries and businesses. The improved capabilities in both hardware and software have led to
fast and pivotal discoveries in this arena. Convolutional neural network (CNN) is the most representative model
of deep learning and in this paper, a variant of CNN namely YOLO v3 is experimented with for localizing
twenty different object classes that include aeroplane, person, car etc. The work is done using darknet-53 pretrained model as the backbone network using open CV python, and TensorFlow 2.0. Images taken from two
different datasets namely COCO and Pascal VOC datasets are given as input to the model and theoutput in the
form of bounding boxes, accompanied by objectness score and class label. The results indicate that YOLO V3
is very efficient in object detection.
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1.

Introduction

Availability of accurate and fast object detection methods is the prerequisite for advanced visual applications
viz., content-based image and video recognition [1]. Earlier for object detection researchers have experimented
with traditional methods based on manual features. Though they were partially successful, these traditional
methods due to their low accuracy and speed and poor environmental adaptability have been gradually replaced
by neural networks. [2-7].Though a wide range of approaches to object detection and recognition has been tried
out by researchers, there still isn't a conspicuous or even "best" approach that could be considered a optimal
solution for all object detection and recognition pitfalls, which means there's still a number of research gaps that
could be addressed to arrive at an optimal object detector.
Today, deep learning has found itself a deep-rooted place into digital image processing and has proved to be
definite game changer especially in field of computer vision. Deep learning has squashed the other old-style
machine learning techniques as far as classification tasks are concerned and today it is also proving to be the
cutting-edge technique for object detection applications. Though deep learning was known as a concept as early
as 1960’s the rise of datasets such as ImageNet [8] and rapid emergence of parallel computing systems, such as
GPU clusters has helped to visualize its learning potential.
Training the network has become quite easy and at the same time efficient due to its advanced network
structures, training strategies and batch normalization techniques adopted [9] in deep neural networks. CNN
being the highly recognized model of deep learning research works based on CNN and its variants for object
detection and recognition are portrayed in these review papers [11] [12] and [13]. In these papers a exhaustive
analysis of the deep learning-based object detection frameworks, typical deep learning architecture, public
datasets available and the challenges faced by the researchers are given. The reviews indicate that two
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approaches to object detection is generally followed. The first approach generates region proposals which are
then classified into different object categories. In this a coarse scan of the whole image is done firstly and then
regions of interest are focused upon. Algorithms belonging to RCNN [14] family, i.e. Fast RCNN [15] and
Faster RCNN [16], Mask R-CNN [13] uses this approach. The other approach considers object detection as a
regression problem, to classify objects into different categories. MultiBox [17], AttentionNet [18], G-CNN [19],
YOLO [20], SSD [21], YOLOv2 [22], DSSD [23] and DSOD [24] come under the second category.
The ultimate aim of any real-time object recognition system is fast and efficient recognition. Though RCNN, FRCNN, faster R-CNN was successful with better recognition speed, they are still considered slower for
real-time object detection applications such as navigation of self-driving vehicles, quality control of parts in
manufacturing, among many, many other things [10]. This paper exhibits one of the outstanding variants of
CNN viz., You Only Look Once (YOLO), as a tool for effective object detection. The rest of the paper is
organized as follows. Section 2 examines YOLO and the variants of YOLO. Section 3 gives the experimental
details and the object detection results of YOLO V3 on COCCO and Pascal VOC datasets. Conclusion of the
paper is done in Section 4.
2.

YOLO

Two-stage object detection methods based on Region Proposal Networks (RPN) rely heavily on powerful
GPU computing power. Two stage detectors such as R-CNN [25], Fast R-CNN [14], Faster R-CNN [15] and
Mask R-CNN [20] produce accurate object detection results but the computational cost is very high. Real time
applications cannot afford high computational capabilities and as such improvement in accuracy with heavy
computational cost may not be helpful in such situations. The ability of models to perform object detection in
real time has become the big necessity especially with the emergence technologies such as autonomous vehicles
[16]. One of the pre-requisites for the success of technologies such as autonomous vehicles, augmented reality
[26], etc is the availability of a reliable, fast and efficient object detection and recognition system.
To overcome the drawbacks of two stage detectors, some fast single-stage object detectors, such as SSD
[27], DSSD [28], YOLO series models [29][30][31], RetinaNet [32], etc have been proposed by the researchers
in recent times. Unlike two stage detectors, single stage object detectors takes a gander at the entire image at test
time, so its predictions are based on the image as a whole. Further, predictions are done with a single network
assessment unlike two stage detectors such as R-CNN which require thousands of assessments for a single
image. This results in improved speed and is more than 1000x faster than R-CNN and 100x faster than Fast RCNN. However, one stage detectors fails to attain better detection results and continuous changes are under
process by researchers. YOLO V3 is one among the one stage detector which well balances the detection
accuracy and the speed. Though YOLOv3 demands heavy computational cost and large run-time memory it is
one of the popular one stage detectors because of its speed and reliability. To suit real world applications which
can afford only very little computational power the YOLO series, have lightweight versions called YOLO-tiny
[33] and YOLO-Lite [10].
YOLO V1
For training the model YOLO v1 employs the Darknet framework and images for training are taken from the
ImageNet- dataset. First, YOLO v1 divides the image into MxM grid and each grid cell predicts a number of
boundary boxes for an object [35]. The bounding-box parameters are (x, y, w, h, confidence score) where x and
y are the object coordinates, w and h are the width and height of the object respectively. Confidence score is the
probability that box contains an object and how accurate is the bounding box. One of the drawbacks of YOLO
V1 is that if the objects are close together, it fails to detect the small objects. Further, if dimension of the objects
in test images are different from those that were in the dataset, YOLO V1 was not that successful in detecting
objects [14][16].
2.2. YOLO V2
Yolo v2 uses darknet -19 framework and to improve accuracy, batch normalization and anchor boxes are
employed in YoloV2. This has considerably improved performance and also helps to arrive at a striking balance
between processing time and accuracy. Unlike YOLO V1, YOLO v2 uses a custom deep architecture with 30
layers. It appended the darknet-19-layer network with 11 more layers to make it a 30 layer deep network. YOLO
v2 was not efficient in detecting small objects and this is because the image got down sampled as it passes
through the 30 layers resulting in the loss of fine-grained features. To cater to this problem YOLO v2 captures
low level features using an identity mapping, concatenating feature maps from the previous layer.
2.3 YOLO V3
YOLOv3 algorithm has become a current research hotspot as it is more accurate and fast compared to earlier
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versions namely YOLO V1 and YOLO V2. The YOLOv3 algorithm strikes a balance between speed and
detection accuracy by employing the idea of Feature Pyramid Networks (FPN) to predict objects at multi-scales
[15] and deep residual network (ResNet)[36] to extract features [20]. Since object predictions are done at
various scales, YOLO V3 is able to detect small objects too. The network structure of the YOLOv3 algorithm is
shown in Fig. 1. The usage of residual network helps in improving the feature extraction process, and the basic
backbone network used is Darknet-53 which aids in extracting deeper feature information when compared to
Darknet-19 employed in YOLO V2.

Fig.1. Network Structure of YOLO V3
YOLO works independent of the size of the input image. However, to process images in batch we need to
have all images of fixed height and width and here the images are resized to 416x416. The Darknet-53 network
in YOLOv3 uses alternating 1 × 1 and 3 × 3 convolutional kernels and after each layer of convolution[37][38],
the BN layer is used for normalization. Darknet uses Leaky Relu activation function and to reduce the size of
the feature map the convolution kernel size is increased. The network stride is 32 which down samples the
416x416 input image to 13x13 output image.
3.

Experiments and Results

Detecting an object is easy for humans but for computers, it is not that simple. Of late, more and more
accurate object detection has been witnessed with the advent of deep learning techniques. With the application of
deep learning models, today, we are able to achieve good results to an extent, that it could be used in real-time
scenarios, which was not the case earlier. In this paper, the implementation of YOLOv3 in Python is done. COCO
and Pascal VOC datasets are used in this study to evaluate the performance of YOLO V3. Common Objects in
Context (COCO) dataset as the name spells out, refers to a collection of images captured from real time
scenarios. The COCO dataset contains 80 different object categories of labeled and segmented images and can
be download from [39]. Yet another popular dataset is the Pascal VOC which is widely used in evaluating
algorithms for image classification, object detection, and segmentation [4][40][41].
The input to YOLO v3 is a batch of colour images of dimension 416x416. The output is a set of bounding
boxes with recognized class probabilities. The prediction of the bounding box is done by using a convolutional
layer which uses 1 x 1 and 3x3 convolutions. Prediction across three different features maps of scales 13x13, 26
x26 and 52x52 is done in YOLO v3. That is, the detection layer makes detection on feature maps of three
different sizes, having strides 32, 16, 8 respectively. Further with three different anchors, YOLO predicts three
bounding boxes per cell. Anchors are nothing but bounding box priors, that are calculated using K-means
clustering on COCO dataset. The anchors are different for different scales. At each scale, each cell predicts 3
bounding boxes using 3 anchors, making the total number of anchors used 9. The attributes of the bounding box
predicted is represented as 5 + C which indicate the center coordinates, the dimensions, the objectness score and
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C class confidences for each bounding box. The bounding box dimension namely
predicted from the network output and anchors as per the equations given below.

b𝑏𝑥, b𝑏𝑦, b𝑏𝑤, b𝑏ℎ are

𝑏𝑏𝑥 = 𝜎(𝑡𝑥 ) + 𝑐𝑥
𝑏𝑏𝑦 = 𝜎(𝑡𝑦 ) + 𝑐𝑦
𝑏𝑏𝑤 = 𝐴𝑤 𝑒 𝑡𝑤
𝑏𝑏ℎ = 𝑒𝐴ℎ 𝑡ℎ
Here 𝑡𝑥, 𝑡𝑦, 𝑡𝑤, 𝑡ℎ is the network outputs, 𝑐𝑥 and 𝑐𝑦 are the top-left coordinates of the cell and A𝑤 and Aℎ are
anchors dimensions. Yolo V3 predicts bounding boxes at three different scales and so for an image of size 416 x
416, YOLO predicts ((52 x 52) + (26 x 26) + 13 x 13)) x 3 = 10647 bounding boxes. However, we are interested
in one object only. Hence to reduce the detections from 10647 to 1, thresholding and NMS is carried out as a post
processing step. Boxes whose objectness core is below some threshold are first discarded. Next, Non-maximum
Suppression (NMS) which uses t “Intersection over Union”, or IoU. Function is employed to get rid of the
problem of multiple detections of the same image. The “Intersection over Union” function is depicted in Fig. 2
The steps to implement non-max suppression, are 1. The box with the highest objectness score is selected. 2.
Identifying those overlapping boxes and remove those boxes that overlap it more than a IOU threshold. 3. Steps
1 and 2 are repeated till all the overlapping boxes whose score s less than the current selected box.
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Fig.2. Intersection over Union Function
Fig.3. and Fig.4. Shows the object detection outputs of YOLO V3 on COCO and Pascal VOC dataset.

Fig. 3. Object detection using YOLO V3: COCO dataset
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Fig. 4. Object detection using YOLO V3: PASCAL VOC dataset
In this work, 20 different objects were considered for detection and Table 1 gives the prediction probability
of YOLV3 on COCO and Pascal VOC datasets. A graphical comparison is depicted in Fig. 5 which indicates
that, overall YOLO V3 is very good at object detection both when COCCO and Pascal VOC dataset is used.
However, the results are somewhat better with Pascal VOC dataset.
Table 1 Test analysis of coco and pascal VOC data set
Object detected using deep learning in YOLO V3 Model
Classes

COCO

Pascal VOC

Airplane

0.9995

0.9975

Bus

0.8852

0.9954

Bowl

0.8106

0.9477

Bed

0.9754

0.9993

Car

0.99

0.9987

Motorcycle

0.95

0.9998

Bicycle

0.9541

0.9895

Person

0.99

0.9999

Tie

0.99

0.7486

Dog

0.9863

0.9798

Train

0.994

0.9993

Truck

0.9976

0.9614

Cat

0.9698

0.9814

Bottle

0.869

0.9863

Dining table

0.7825

0.9821

Bird

0.6757

0.9990

Sheep

0.9945

0.8293

Hourse

0.9922

0.9732

Cow

0.7527

0.623
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Fig. 5. Comparison of Object Prediction probabilities of YOLO V3 on COCO and PASCAL VOC datasets
4.

Conclusion

This paper aims at detecting objects with the YOLO V3 system using a pre-trained darknet 53 model as the
backbone network. Preprocessed images are given as input to the detector and the detector outputs bounding
boxes along with objectness score and class label. YOLO v3 uses logistic regression to compute the objectness
score and it provides the objectness scores for all object classes in each bounding box predicted. As YOLO V3
uses logistic classifier for each class in place of the softmax layer used in YOLO v2, it is capable of providing
multi-class classification. COCO and Pascal VOC datasets are used in this study to evaluate the performance of
YOLO V3, and the results indicate that YOLO V3 is very good at object detection.
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